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Box 1—About our company
Profile
1. Strategy and Analysis
This section is intended to provide a high-level, strategic view of the organization’s relationship to sustainability in order
to provide context for subsequent and more detailed reporting against other sections of the Guidelines. It may draw on
information provided in other parts of the report, but this section is intended to produce insight on strategic topics rather
than simply summarize the contents of the report. The strategy and analysis should consist of the statement outlined in 1.1
(…).
1.1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization (e.g., CEO, Chair, or equivalent senior position) about the
relevance of sustainability to the organization and its strategy.
The statement should present the overall vision and strategy for the short-term, medium-term (e.g., 3-5 years), and
long-term, particularly with regard to managing the key challenges associated with economic, environmental and social
performance. The statement should include:
•

Strategic priorities and key topics for the short/medium-term with regard to sustainability, including respect for the
internationally agreed standards and how they relate to long-term organizational strategy and success;

•

Broader trends (e.g. macroeconomic or political) affecting the organization and influencing sustainability priorities;

•

Key events, achievements, and failures during the reporting period;

•

Views on performance with respect to targets;

•

Outlook on the organization’s main challenges and targets for the next year and goals for the coming 3-5 years; and

•

Other items pertaining to the organization’s strategic approach. [GRI G3: p. 20]

"Public agencies should disclose their public policy priorities and the current issues in the jurisdiction."
Note: This statement must be written by or from senior management.

Author: Ted Sturdevant or Polly Zehm
Time Estimate: 30 hours
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2. Organizational Profile
2.1 Name of the organization. [GRI G3: p. 21]

Washington State Department of Ecology

2.2 Primary brands, products and/or services. [GRI G3: p. 21]

"The reporting organization should indicate the nature of its role in providing these products and services, and the
degree to which it utilizes outsourcing. Public agencies should offer a summary of their mission, functions, and
responsibilities (e.g., services and regulations)."
Author: Polly Zehm
Time Estimate: 3 hours
2.3 Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries and joint ventures.
[GRI G3: p. 21]

Time Estimate: 2 hours
Author: Mark Benedict

2.4 Location of organization’s headquarters. [GRI G3: p. 21]

Lacey, WA (USA) include address. "Public agencies should report on operating units/facilities and related entities.
Operating companies, subsidiaries and joint ventures as well as public-private partnership should be noted where
present. The intention of 2.4 is to allow readers to understand how the agency organizes itself to deliver its
mission and functions."
Author: Drafter of GMAP
Time Estimate: 2 hours
2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of countries with either major operations or that are
specifically relevant to the sustainability issues covered in the report. [GRI G3: p. 21]

"Public agencies should consider the jurisdiction or area in which they operate (e.g., municipality, state, province,
or country) as equivalent to countries of operations."
Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 1 hour
2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form. [GRI G3: p. 21]

"Public agencies should disclose the legal form of their organization. The purpose is to help understand why the
agency exists, why it was established in its specific legal form, and the basis of its legal authority."
Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 2 hours
2.7 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served and types of customers/ beneficiaries). [GRI G3: p. 21]

"Public agencies should identify the primary users, beneficiaries, or main target groups of the public agency’s
activities, services, or interventions. 2.7 identifies who is served by the public agency. This may be a geographic
jurisdiction and/or specific user groups."
Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 2 hours
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Box 1: continued…
2.8 Scale of the reporting organization, including:
•

Number of employees;

•

Net sales (for private sector organizations) or net revenues (for public sector organizations);

•

Total capitalization broken down in terms of debt and equity (for private sector organizations); and

•

Quantity of products or services provided. [GRI G3: p. 21]

"In addition to the above, reporting organizations are encouraged to provide additional information, as appropriate,
such as:
· Total assets;
· Beneficial ownership (including identity and percentage of ownership of largest shareholders); and
· Breakdowns by country/region of the following:
- Sales/revenues by countries/regions that make up 5 percent or more of total revenues;
- Costs by countries/regions that make up 5 percent or more of total revenues; and
- Employees"
Author: Pat McClain

Time Estimate: 4 hours

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure or ownership including:
•

The location of, or changes in, operations, including facility openings, closings and expansions; and

•

Changes in the share capital structure and other capital formation, maintenance, and alteration operations (for private
sector organizations). [GRI G3: p. 21]

Author: Carol Fleskes
Time Estimate: 2 hours

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. [GRI G3: p. 21]

Author: Steve Strope
Time Estimate: 2 hours

4. Governance, Commitments and Engagement
Governance
4.1 Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest governance body responsible for specific
tasks, such as setting strategy or organizational oversight. [GRI G3: p. 22]

"Describe the mandate and composition (including number of independent members and/or non-executive
members) of such committees and indicate any direct responsibility for economic, social, and environmental
performance."
Author: Ted Sturdevant or Polly Zehm
Time Estimate: 3 hours
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Box 1: continued…
4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer (and, if so, their function within the
organization’s management and the reasons for this arrangement). [GRI G3: p. 22]

EMT? (Ecology Management Team) - Director, Ted Sturdevant
Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 2 hours

4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number of members of the highest governance body who
are independent and/or non-executive members. [GRI G3: p. 22]

"Unitary Board - Refers to a board structure that has only one governing body responsible for the organization."
EMT?
"State how the organization defines ‘independent’ and ‘non-executive’. This element applies only for organizations
that have unitary board structures."
Independent Board Member - "Definitions for ‘independent’ can vary between legal jurisdictions. Independent
usually implies that the member has no financial interest in the organization or other potential benefits that could
create a conflict of interest. Organizations using the Guidelines should state the definition used for ‘independent’."
Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 3 hours
4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest
governance body.
Include reference to processes regarding:
•

The use of shareholder resolutions or other mechanisms for enabling minority shareholders to express opinions to the
highest governance body; and

•

Informing and consulting employees about the working relationships with formal representation bodies such as
organization level ‘work councils’, and representation of employees in the highest governance body.

Identify topics related to economic, environmental and social performance raised through these
mechanisms during the reporting period. [GRI G3: p. 23]

Author: Chris Parsons
Time Estimate: 8 hours
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Box 2—About our report
3. Report Parameters
Report Profile
3.1 Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided. [GRI G3: p. 21]]

Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 1 hour (for next 4 subsections)
3.2 Date of most recent previous report (if any). [GRI G3: p. 21]

None

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.). [GRI G3: p. 21]

Annual?

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents. [GRI G3: p. 21]

Karin Kraft or Mark Benedict

Report Scope and Boundary
3.6 Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers).
See GRI Boundary Protocol for further guidance (www.globalreporting.org/ReportingFramework
ReportingFramework Downloads/) [GRI G3: p. 22]

Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 1 hour
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Box 2: continued…
3.7 State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report. [GRI G3: p. 22]

"If boundary and scope do not address the full range of material economic, environmental, and social impacts of
the organization, state the strategy and projected timeline for providing complete coverage."
Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 1 hour

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations and other entities that
can significantly affect comparability from period to period and/or between organizations. [GRI G3: p. 22]

Author: Mark Benedict
Time Estimate: 1/2 hour

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such
re-statement (e.g., mergers/acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of business, measurement methods).
[GRI G3: p. 22]

Not Applicable 1st year.

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary or measurement methods applied in
the report. [GRI G3: p. 22]

Not Applicable 1st year.
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Box 3—About our stakeholders
4. Governance, Commitments and Engagement
Stakeholder Engagement
The following Disclosure Items refer to general stakeholder engagement conducted by the organization over the course of the
reporting period. These Disclosures are not limited to stakeholder engagement implemented for the purposes of preparing a
sustainability report.
4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.
Examples of stakeholder groups are:
• Communities;
• Civil society;
• Customers;
• Shareholders and providers of capital;
• Suppliers; and
• Employees, other workers and their trade unions. [GRI G3: p. 24]

Author: Polly Zehm?

Time Estimate: 8 hours

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage. [GRI G3: p. 24]

"This includes the organization’s process for defining its stakeholder groups, and for determining the groups with
which to engage and not to engage."

Author: Polly Zehm?
Time Estimate: 4 hours
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Box 4—Determining report content
3. Report Parameters
Report scope and boundary
3.5 Process for defining report content, including:
• Determining materiality;
• Prioritizing topics within the report; and
• Identifying stakeholders the organization expects to use the report. [GRI G3: p. 21]

"Include an explanation of how the organization has applied the ‘Guidance on Defining Report Content’ and the
associated Principles."

Author: Mark Benedict?

Time Estimate: 8 hours
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Box 5—Data on performance
Data on performance. Please check the GRI Indicator Protocols before completing this box.
Indicator 1:
Performance: EN1 - Material Use - Currently reporting on "virgin office paper (reams)" and "virgin janitorial paper
products" (cases of toilet tissue and paper towels). What about office supplies, other maintenance supplies, etc.?

% Complete: 5%?
Comments:

Contact: Margaret Hill, Laura Lowe

Indicator 2:
Performance: EN2 - Recycled Input Materials (dependent upon completeness & accuracy of EN1 data) - Currently
reporting on office paper and janitorial paper.

% Complete: 10%?
Comments:

Contact: Margaret Hill

Indicator 3:
Performance: EN3 - Direct Energy - Currently reporting natural gas, fuel oil, propane, biomass, on-site renewable
generated, ethanol, gasoline, diesel, biodiesel, and aviation fuel.

% Complete: 95%?
Comments:

Contact: Margaret Hill

Indicator 4:
Performance: EN4 - Indirect Energy Consumption by primary source - Currently reporting electricity.

% Complete: 99%?
Comments:

Contact: Margaret Hill

Indicator 5:
Performance: EN8 - Water Withdrawals - Currently reporting potable water use, irrigation water use, non-potable

water use.
% Complete: 95%?
Comments:

Contact: Steve Strope/Fran Huntington
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Box 5: continued…
Indicator 6:
Performance: EN18 - Initiatives to Reduce GHG Emissions (dependent upon EN16 & EN17) - Currently reporting
energy offsets purchased in KWH (?)

% Complete: 10% (need EN16 & EN17 data to compare reductions)
Comments: Would need to ADD EN16 and EN17 to reported indicators.

Contact: Joanna Ekrem/Hedia Adelsman

Indicator7:
Performance: EN22 - Waste Generation - Currently reporting office paper recycled, garbage sent to landfill,
material composted, other material recycled (metal & plastic containers?)

% Complete: 90%?
Comments:

Contact: Steve Strope/Fran Huntington

Indicator 8:
Performance: EN29 - Transportation Impacts - Currently reporting vehicle miles traveled in (4) categories
including personally-owned vehicles but only when state-funded. (Commuting to work statistics not reported.)

% Complete: 20%
Comments:

Contact: Sarah Barrie

Indicator 9:
Performance: (1) Economic Indicator (recommended choices): EC1, EC2, EC3, or EC6 (See: GRI Reference
Sheet)

Comments:

Indicator 10:
Performance: (1) Social Indicator (recommended choices): SO1, SO3, SO5, LA1, LA2, LA4, etc. (See: GRI
Reference Sheet)

Comments:

Contact: Chris Parsons
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Box 6—Self declaration (Application Level)

G3 Performance
Indicators &
Sector Supplement
Performance
Indicators

B+

Report on a minimum of
10 Performance Indicators,
including at least one from
each of: Economic, Social
and Environmental.

Management Approach
Disclosures for each
Indicator Category

Report on a minimum of
20 Performance Indicators,
at least one from each of
Economic, Environmental,
Human rights, Labor,
Society, Product Reponsibility.

A

A+

Same as requirement for
Level B

Management Approach
Disclosures for each
Indicator Category

Report Externally Assured

OUTPUT

B
Report on all criteria listed
for Level C plus:
1.2
3.9, 3.13
4.5 - 4.13, 4.16 - 4.17

Report on:
1.1
2.1 - 2.10
3.1 - 3.8, 3.10 - 3.12
4.1 - 4.4, 4.14 - 4.15

Not Required
G3 Management
Approach
Disclosures

C+

Report Externally Assured

C

Report Externally Assured

OUTPUT

G3 Profile
Disclosures

OUTPUT

Standard Disclosures

Report
Application Level

Report on each core G3 and
Sector Supplement* Indicator
with due regard to the
Materiality Principle by
either: a) reporting on the
Indicator or b) explaining
the reason for its omission.
*Sector supplement in final version

GRI Application Level C

I hereby declare that to the best of my understanding this report fulfills the requirements for a GRI G3 Application Level C.

Karin Kraft or Mark Benedict
Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Position:_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Date:______________________________________________

Signature:__________________________________________
© 2008 GRI
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Box 7—GRI Content Index
3. Report Parameters
GRI Content Index
3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosure in the report.
Identify the page numbers or web links where the following can be found:

Strategy and Profile Disclosures
Page
Strategy and Analysis
1.1

Statement from the most senior decision maker

2

Organizational Profile
2.1

Name of the organization

4

2.2

Primary brands, products and/or services

4

2.3

Operational structure of the organization

4

2.4

Location of organization’s headquarters

4

2.5

Number of countries where the organization operates

4

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form

4

2.7

Markets served by the organization

4

2.8

Scale of the reporting organization

5

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period

5

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period

5
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Box 7: continued…
Report Parameters
3.1

Reporting period

7

3.2

Date of most recent previous report

7

3.3

Reporting cycle

7

3.4

Contact point for questions

7

3.5

Process for defining report content

3.6

Boundary of the report

7

3.7

Any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report

8

3.8

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations and other
entities

8

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reasons
for such re-statement

8

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods

8

3.12

GRI Content Index

10

14

Governance, Commitments and Engagement
4.1

Governance structure of the organization

5

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer

6

4.3

State the number of members of the highest governance body who are independent and/or nonexecutive members

6

4.4

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest
governance body

6

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization

9

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage

9
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Box 7: continued…
10 GRI Performance Indicators
GRI Indicator
Number

Indicator Description

Page

11

EN1

Material Use by weight and volume
11

EN2

Recycled Input Materials (as % of materials used)
11

EN3

Direct Energy Consumption by primary energy source
11

EN4

Indirect Energy Consumption by primary energy source
11

EN8

Total Water Withdrawals by source
12

EN18

Initiatives to Reduce GHG Emissions and reductions achieved
12

EN22

Total Weight of Waste by type and disposal method
12

EN29

Total Transportation Impacts- impacts of transporting employees,goods,materials
12

?

Economic Indicator (suggested choices): EC1, EC2, EC3, or EC6.
12

?

Social Indicator (suggested choices): SO1, SO3, SO5, LA1, LA2, LA4, etc.

Email report directly to GRI!

If you need more information, please write to:
Name: Ms. Karin Kraft
Position: Agency Sustainability Coordinator
Email: kakr461@ecy.wa.gov
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Copyright and Trademark Notice
This document is copyright-protected by Stichting Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The reproduction and distribution of this document for information
and/or use in preparing a sustainability report is permitted without prior permission from GRI. However, neither this document nor any extract from it
may be reproduced, stored, translated, or transferred in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopied, recorded, or otherwise) for any
other purpose without prior written permission from GRI.
Global Reporting Initiative, the Global Reporting Initiative logo, Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, and GRI are trademarks of the
Global Reporting Initiative.
Further information on the GRI and the Sustainability Reporting Guidelines may be obtained from:
www.globalreporting.org, info@globalreporting.org
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